
We imagine a world where 
flying creates comfort and 
delight for everyone. 

zephyr



Democratizing Comfort in the Sky
Filing the gap between business class and economy, the design 
brings more comfort to more people!

No Loss of Seating Density
Occupying the same foot print as premium economy, or two 
seats in a business class foot print. 

Custom Configuration
Our simple architecture and fixed shell allows a wide range of 
materials and additional features.

Privacy is Complimentary
Each seat will have it’s own private sphere. No more dreaded 
middle seat!

zephyrAn Introduction to 
the Zephyr Seat
Using a stacked design, 
we provide high density 
without sacrifice. The Zephyr 
seat provides a level of 
comfort never seen before in 
Premium Economy.

Each seat offers a lie-flat 
experience and is configured 
in a 1-2-1 configuration 
guaranteeing sleep, privacy 
and aisle access for every 
passenger. 



6’4” / 
1.93m

Each seat is a private living space, 
focused on comfort for long haul 
flight. With a democratic approach 
to seating, each passenger 
has the same spacious lay flat 
space regardless if they are on 

the upper or lower seat, aisle or 
window. At 6’4” /1.93m in length 
and 21’ in width, it rivals many 
business class seats at a fraction 
of the cost. 

zephyrA New
Experience
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Fixed seat shell with no 
moving parts and low 
maintenance

Integrated handles for 
accessibility

Fixed privacy screen at 
eye level

Minimalist armrest that 
folds away for easier seat 
egress

Armrest folds flush with 
seat shell

Seat cushion shown in 
sleeping position

zephyrSeat Features
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Fold down tray 
table

Storage shelf 
above foot well

Power, USB & 
headphone jack

Life vest

Integrated IFE

The Zephyr Seat’s fixed shell 
design keeps construction 
lightweight, and with few 
moving parts, it is low 
maintenance for the operator.

The seat is designed to be 
simple and functional yet 
feature rich. No searching for 
a power socket below the seat, 
or having headphone cables 
tangled in the arm rest. 
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Under cushion 
storage

zephyrSeat Features
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Steps for seat 
above
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Pull down 
privacy curtain
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Airlines can balance 
comfort, density and 
revenue per square 
foot while offering a 
more premium heavy 
configuration. Airlines can 
better utilise space while 
creating more room for 
onboard amenities.

Stacked Seating 
Foot Print

(two passengers)

Typical Business 
Class Foot Print
(one passenger)

zephyrCabin 
Configurations
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